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Libraries expend considerable time and effort in providing instructional resources to help students learn the “mechanics” of citation and referencing. However, there are few studies that examine the efficacy of these resources. Using focus group methodology, the authors explored student and faculty perspectives about citation practices through their use of the library’s online referencing guide. It was found that faculty struggled to instill “real world” meaning for students around academic integrity practices, while students reported feeling confused and somewhat intimidated about the scholarly writing process. Findings reveal the importance of situating referencing within a positive, holistic approach to academic integrity that emphasizes critical thinking and student autonomy.

Introduction
At the University of Notre Dame Australia (NDA), instilling the values of academic integrity in students is a shared priority among academic faculty, library professionals, and other instructional support services.1 NDA adopts the definition of academic integrity from the International Center for Academic Integrity: “adherence to the values of honesty, trust, fairness, respect, and responsibility” by all of those involved in scholarship.2 Citing sources, or “referencing,”3 is generally accepted to be a vital part of this concept. The Association of College and Research Libraries’ (ACRL) Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education describes the citation process as both a method of acknowledging and respecting the ideas of others (“Information Has Value”) and as a way of showing diverse or competing perspectives on a topic (“Scholarship as Conversation”).4 However, the literature shows that faculty struggle to convey the importance of referencing as both an ethical concern and a practical skill to students.5 Students frequently focus their attention on the “mechanics” of citation (the formatting of references) in an effort to avoid adverse outcomes.6 Meanwhile, libraries strive to meet students at the point of need.
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A cursory Google search shows that many academic libraries in Australia, North America, and the UK offer a range of referencing and citation instruction, guides, and Q&A services. At NDA, referencing instruction is mostly provided by faculty within courses, with the library offering workshops in the first weeks of the semester. Beyond these sessions, students can access referencing support through the library’s chat and video call services, guides, FAQs, and help desks. As evidence showed that student use of referencing support services had been increasing, we felt that it was important to explore how they were used, whether they were effective, and in what ways they might be improved.

Background
Responsibility for the provision of citation assistance and advice tended to fall to the NDA library by default rather than by directive. An inconsistent approach to citation guidance existed at the University, with some faculty taking responsibility for creating citation guides and providing associated instruction, and others leaving these duties to the library. This placed the library in a reactive position when offering support, as it became apparent that “local” variations between faculty or discipline-based citation guides resulted in confusion for students and for the library staff members assisting them. Examples and rule interpretations varied widely, and were sometimes contradictory. This made it problematic for library staff to provide authoritative advice when it appeared to be at odds with individual instructors’ positions.

In an effort to improve the student experience with referencing, the library and the University’s Academic Council—our primary academic committee—discussed ways to address these inconsistencies. It was concluded that the library was best positioned to act as the “authority” for the application of citation styles. The number of citation styles endorsed for use at the University was then reduced from fourteen to three, consisting of an author-date style (American Psychological Association Publication Manual – “APA”), a footnoting style (Chicago Manual of Style – Notes & Bibliography – “Chicago”), and a legal citation style (the Australian Guide to Legal Citation – “AGLC”). The Academic Council agreed that teaching faculty should refer questions or minor disagreements about how to apply the styles to the University library for resolution. The library was also to create an examples-based online referencing guide (henceforth referred to as the “Guide”) to provide supplemental instruction.

The new Guide was published on the library website the following semester. After reviewing twelve months of usage statistics and user anecdotes, library staff generally felt confident that the Guide improved students’ experience. Focus groups were used to further explore the user perspective of the citation process and determine the efficacy of the guide. We also wanted to ascertain whether the library’s role as the authority in this area was clear to staff and students. The research questions for this project were:

- What are the student and faculty opinions of the Guide?
- What are the student experiences of the citation process?
- What is the faculty perspective on student citation skills?
- Who do students and faculty think should be teaching citation skills?

Literature Review
Faculty play a key role in teaching, assessing, promoting, and supporting academic integrity, but approaches and attitudes to developing student ability in this area tend to be uneven across and within institutions. Mixed messages about roles and responsibilities can start at a policy
level. In their review of Australian university academic integrity documents, Bretag et al. observe that statements on accountability and punishment are largely aimed at students, with only 36 percent naming the roles of other key stakeholders (such as faculty or the university itself).8 Academics surveyed by Löfström et al. agreed that academic integrity is an essential part of the research process and that academics have the knowledge and competence to teach it.9 However, there was disagreement about methods (for example, should it be taught in a classroom or modeled in practice?) and principles (such as whether academic integrity is a skill or a value). Peters, Boies, and Moran’s investigations describe a “haphazard” approach to teaching in which faculty assumed both active and detached roles depending on the skills being taught.10 Michalak et al. found that faculty disagree on the very definition of plagiarism and how much emphasis it should be given in the classroom.11 Vardi goes further, contending that, as students do not necessarily intend to deceive when making referencing errors, it is a mistake for faculty to equate those errors with cheating and plagiarism.12

Student understanding of and adherence to principles of academic integrity, including citation practices, is of increasing concern.13 Greenwood et al. found that 97 percent of students considered citing sources to be important or very important in their work.14 The large survey on academic integrity in Australian universities conducted by Bretag et al. showed that 89 percent of students agreed they received enough “information” on the topic, while 68.2 percent agreed they received enough “support and training.”15 When students are supposed to get this “support and training” is disputed. Peters and Cadieux found that 82 percent of faculty surveyed expected undergraduate students to have sufficient referencing skills prior to commencing their studies, whereas 94 percent of students expected referencing skills to develop during their studies.16 Driven by fear of failure, students often devote most of their attention to the mechanics of citation, losing confidence in their academic literacy skills.17 Interviews with faculty show that by being “hung up” on style, students tend to overlook the relationship between citation and credibility in academic writing.18 However, faculty themselves are not immune from defaulting to a mechanical approach. Content analysis by Head and Eisenberg of 191 assignment handouts showed that most instructors favored a “checklist” approach that emphasized outcome (standards and grades) instead of process (researching and referencing).19 These results show an inclination to present research as linear rather than iterative, as if students will succeed if they just follow the right steps.

Although the ACRL’s Standards for Libraries in Higher Education includes academic integrity support as a key professional value, external perceptions of the librarian’s role in its instruction vary.20 While some faculty view collaboration with librarians as important to academic integrity instruction,21 Ard and Ard’s faculty survey on library roles revealed that “educating students about plagiarism” and “teaching citation styles” were ranked low among the library’s perceived responsibilities.22

The ubiquitous availability of online materials and many new types of materials has made citing sources more challenging.23 In his 2014 study, Kargbo found that 62.1 percent of undergraduates were not confident in their ability to cite sources correctly and that even those who considered themselves confident often produced inconsistent references.24 This growing complexity of source types may be one of the reasons libraries are fielding an increase in student citation questions.25 Another may be the unique position libraries have in students’ academic life. Libraries also tend to be more accessible to students than other support services, as they are open long hours and are available at the moment of need.26 Buranen describes
libraries as a “safe place” for students to check their citation practices, as library staff focus on supporting learning rather than investigating misconduct. Although positioned at the center of the academic experience, librarians are outside the power structure of assessment and grading; they are often part of an interdisciplinary academic skills team. This combination of factors may contribute to libraries becoming a de facto rather than a designated position as the authority for citation expertise.

The literature shows that libraries are expending a lot of time and attention in providing specialized citation advice, including online tutorials, guides, FAQs, instruction, and specialized one-on-one support services. To measure a service’s success, libraries have traditionally relied on quantitative data (door counts, circulation statistics, downloads, page views, reference desk queries); however, such data is limited in what it can reveal. As Priestner and Borg state:

...the efforts undertaken are immense and the services [libraries] deliver are fiendishly complicated to manage and sustain. Unfortunately, however, far fewer efforts are directed towards evaluating the success and efficacy of the services we provide: how well they meet user needs; whether user experience of them is good, bad, or average.

Despite the ubiquity of these services, we encountered a dearth of literature regarding the evaluation of library citation guides or support materials. This study will help to fill this gap in the research and provide a foundation for further studies on citation support.

**Method**

Following approval of the study design by the School of Education’s Research Committee, four librarians launched the investigation. In April 2016, 33 undergraduates, two postgraduates, and 14 faculty members participated in focus groups held at Notre Dame’s Fremantle and Sydney campuses. In the interests of gathering the largest possible number of participants, the research team did not limit recruitment to specific disciplines, academic levels, or genders. Undergraduates were recruited through class visits by library staff and via flyers posted around the campuses; postgraduate students were contacted via email through the university’s Research Office. Faculty were contacted via email through the relevant staff email lists. Tea, coffee, and pastries were offered to incentivize participation.

Focus group participation was defined by population (undergraduate, postgraduate, or faculty) and by the citation style typically used in their discipline area (APA, Chicago, or AGLC). Groups were generally made up of three to six participants, and sessions were led by a facilitator. A note-taker was also in attendance to write down impressions of the group’s dynamics, record conversation topics, and note body language. The session notes were later used to verify the main points in each discussion and illustrate the nature of consensus on a topic, as well as to highlight any other nonverbal elements that indicated the importance or relevance of a point. Discussions were audiorecorded using an iPad and the Voice Record Pro app, and a laptop displaying the Guide was available to consult. A set of semistructured questions were preprepared for facilitators (see appendix), though free association was encouraged to allow the group to explore topics related to citation, even if they deviated from the original questions.

Following the focus group sessions, the audio recordings were transcribed by the research team; participant responses were de-identified. The research team used NVivo 11 software
to collate and analyze the transcripts. We used the steps outlined in Braun and Clarke’s guide to thematic analysis to code the results.34

**Results**

In focus group studies, the unanticipated nature of participants’ responses is one of the rich outcomes of the data collection. As a result, answers to the discussion questions are consolidated into broader themes.

Faculty participants conveyed the complexities of teaching critical scholarly writing skills. When and how to introduce citation mechanics was an important issue: “it is a balancing act.” One faculty member felt that, if introduced too early, the “real world” implications could be overlooked. Another agreed: “the biggest challenge is to get the students to realize that this is something that needs to stay with them throughout their whole degree… and beyond, in professional practice.” On the other hand, if introduced too late, the skills could not be applied properly in coursework. A few participants were concerned that messages about referencing were not reinforced properly in subsequent courses and that “a little booster” instruction would be helpful.

Citation instruction appeared to be inconsistent across undergraduate courses at our institution. Some students received several weeks of instruction, whereas others would have one assessment or in-class activity that focused on citation. Some students relied on optional workshops provided by the library. Others mentioned that academic staff did not always set a good example regarding formatting references in course materials. One student described a situation where she had copied a citation directly from the course outline and was then told her formatting was incorrect. Another student was frustrated by the inconsistent ways referencing was explained to her by various tutors. When these comments were put to academic staff in a focus group session, staff members responded, “Our own modelling…it’s more than inappropriate,” and “if we can’t do the right thing, why should they?” Some academics admitted that not all instructors had the same level of competency with the university’s chosen citation styles; as a result, they were inconsistent in their assessment standards.

Students also found that some instructors were very insistent about APA document formatting, whereas others had no set preference: “I’m doing [course name], she wants it like this, I’m doing [other course name], she wants it like this.” Academic staff acknowledged the difficulty of implementing a set format for documents across the faculties: “You wouldn’t get uniform acceptance. I think you’d be opening a can of worms.”

In spite of comments around inconsistencies in citation instruction, student responses reflected a strong degree of trust in both library staff and their lecturers and tutors when asking for help. Both faculty and librarians were considered to have authority and expertise, though, in general, students saw librarians as having more specialized knowledge on citation than faculty: “If I was going to ask anyone I would probably ask one of the librarians,” “It probably should be [librarian’s name] because all the professors when they don’t know something they go to [her]…I just get that impression,” and “I would [go] to the lecturers, but also more to the library, because I do have [librarian]’s email I would probably ask him.” This type of answer was particularly prevalent in students who had experienced librarians teaching their courses. However, one student had doubts about going to the library desk: “I have gone to the library to ask questions, but the librarian I asked wasn’t familiar with [Chicago style].” Despite this, most students felt that faculty had the ultimate authority on citation styles given
that they are responsible for grading the work. One group felt differently, pointing to the official standard itself: “If everyone is looking toward the reference guide then the reference guide needs to be the authority.”

Faculty varied in their views on the process of teaching and assessing citations, although it was generally agreed that it was important to be well-informed: “if you’re setting the assessment rubrics... allocating the grades...that’s an academic responsibility.” However, it was also acknowledged that there was often not enough space in a curriculum to devote to the topic: “I wouldn’t have time to give up a tutorial just for referencing.” Most faculty felt that the “final say” on citation issues should lie with them as discipline experts, in consultation with the official manuals. However, librarians were frequently referred to by faculty as consultants in the process: “the library’s contribution has been invaluable to my unit,” or as support personnel: “I can direct [students] to [the library] if they’re having trouble or needing some feedback.” A few faculty were happy to defer completely to librarians: “that seems to be your area of expertise.”

The focus groups proved insightful in providing the student perspective on the process of citing sources. A few undergraduate participants had learned about referencing during high school or in previous study, but most were learning for the first time in their current degree programs. First-year students found the information-overload at the start of semester particularly overwhelming: “I think that was something that, especially for the first week, was pretty intense.” Some students reflected on the negative way that referencing was introduced to them:

You always get the same talk: [if] you don’t reference, you’re plagiarizing. If you’re plagiarizing, we find you, you’ll have to repeat the unit. It’s always the same. They’re doing it for a reason because they’re trying to emphasize [that] if you don’t do it properly, you’re not going to pass Uni. But as a first-year student, you’re sitting there going, “I’m the only person in this class. I’m going to die.”

Most of the students interviewed said that they would “reference as [they] go,” usually by jotting down notes about sources at key points in the document. A few students said they would wait until the end of assignments to add references. Some students complained that they were not provided with a clear process for incorporating references into their workflow: “I learned to after…but [course instructors] didn’t tell you ways to reference. So my first assignment I’m like drowning in paper and I’ve highlighted things and I’m like ‘AARGH!’” Others were more successful in their workflows as they had experience from previous degrees, had participated in library classes, or had taken an academic preparation course or workshop.

Many students (and some faculty) declared a preference for having a printed copy of the Quick Guide (an abridged, printable version of the full guide provided by the library) on hand as they worked. As a result, some suggested that the entire NDA guide be available in a print-friendly format: “I think that should be there for people who do like having a hard copy,” or “something I can print out and just have on hand.”

While student comments revealed that their attitudes and practices around citing sources was varied, faculty responses demonstrated the underlying complexity of their role in instructing and assessing students’ understanding and skills. All participants in the faculty focus groups were involved in teaching or grading citations in either undergraduate or postgraduate
work, though there was a mix of assessment approaches. For some, grading referencing was specific (generally in first-year undergraduate courses), and others assessed student practice in general. We first asked faculty to describe their experiences in assessing student work. One participant found that, while some students did well in the technical aspects of citations, they faltered when it came to incorporating research into their work: “[students make] broad statements without supporting it with citation literature.” Another participant agreed, adding: “they see [referencing] as a formality, a hoop to jump through...[instead of] ‘No, this is about you critically evaluating the research that you read and knowing what it’s actually saying.’”

One faculty member, who worked in an academic advisory role, had also witnessed students’ mechanical approach: “I don’t think they have an understanding of their voice and then [using] evidence to support their voice. I think they see referencing as just getting the bit in italics that needs to be in italics. I think when we talk referencing, those students see mechanics.” She also described students coming to her with completed essay drafts that contained no references, with the student assuring her that the sources would be “added in after.”

One of the original study questions was to assess users’ experience with the guide. Overall feedback from all participants was positive, which affirmed that the approach the library had taken was seen to be broadly valued by the community. Both faculty and students appreciated the number and variety of examples that the online format allowed. Some faculty mentioned that students often struggled with how to classify certain sources and required guidance in locating examples: “they’re not always sure whether it comes under web source or a couple of different slots.” Several students confirmed that common sources (such as books and journals) were easily found, but web sources proved more challenging: “like a website that refuses to be a website and it’s actually a journal article or something like that.” Several participants mentioned how much they appreciated the multicolored sample citation placed at the top of each page, which illustrated the components of a reference (see figure 1). This tallies with Van Note Chism and Weerakoon’s findings that students find color coding more “user friendly” and “efficient” to use than plain print.35
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Each group was asked if they used the guides’ search function to find information. Several participants mentioned that search boxes can be problematic “if you don’t know what you’re looking for.” Other participants suggested that the search box contain suggestions that appeared as the user typed, similar to Google.
Finding information on secondary source citations appeared to be of pressing concern to students. APA’s *Publication Manual* does not encourage the practice of using secondary source citations, so the library had made this information less prominent in the guide. Several academics were quite firmly against providing instructions: “I tell them to find the original source and if they absolutely can’t, not to [use it as a] reference.” However, others acknowledged the “shades of grey” in the situation, especially when important sources are locked behind subscription paywalls or unavailable locally in print. Students struggled to identify a likely location in the guide for this information and often did not have a word or phrase to describe this kind of citation, making it difficult to search for.

In creating the guide, the library aimed to match the language of the style manuals for consistency’s sake. However, a few issues with the language were mentioned, including the words “parentheses” (“we all mean brackets”), “secondary source citations” (“I wouldn’t know that phrase”), and “multimedia” (“not that hard a word, but—I don’t know if I would necessarily think of it”). As some of the terms are not self-explanatory, participants suggested that more explanation be provided in the guide.

Faculty members reinforced the importance of the university providing a well-vetted in-house citation guide for students to use rather than having them browse manuals or the internet: “[students] don’t know how to interrogate the quality of that information to know if it’s current and accurate.” Although most students used NDA’s citation guide, they also used guides from other universities. The library’s two citation management tools, EndNote and RefWorks, were mentioned by students as helpful but fallible: “you’ve got to check them…minor mistakes can come through.” Faculty tended to caution students against using these tools before they had a solid understanding of a citation style: “I’ve corrected [students’] references and they say ‘but I used EndNote!’ […] obviously it’s not doing it correctly. You still need to know [how to reference].”

Another key source of citation assistance was the library’s “AskUs” service (LibAnswers by Springshare), in which users could either submit a question to library staff for a response or search the knowledge bank of answers to existing questions. However, it appeared that this service was not visible enough to students, as several students called for a “question and answer” service for citation questions in particular. One student even proposed the model of the AskUs service without knowing that it already existed:

[The library should have] an “ask question” thing on the website...You put it up there and then the library could go “look, this is how you do it.” Like you know how you go to Yahoo Questions or whatever? You type in the question and it already comes up, someone has already answered it.

The library also offered video tutorials on the mechanics of citation on the website. Several students were aware of these, but there were mixed responses regarding their usefulness. Interestingly, some students considered the video format cumbersome in terms of access (“sometimes I’m in the middle of class or in the library and I don’t have my headphones”) and time (“I like videos but I don’t think I would watch the whole thing”) even though the videos were generally only 3 minutes long.

**Discussion**
The main limitation of this study was the small sample size and lack of participant diversity.
The students were mostly undergraduates, there were very few faculty represented, and the majority were from the Fremantle campus. However, the focus group dynamics were positive and responsive for the most part, and the format allowed participants to bring forth issues that were clearly important to their experiences in learning and teaching citation methods at the university.

The aim of this project was to gather faculty and student opinions of the library’s citation guide, as well as to gain insight into the teaching and learning process. The library team also sought to determine who participants felt was the “authority” in providing citation support and instruction. We feel that our project achieved these aims, and the more meaningful findings are outlined in the themes below. However, we gained less information than expected regarding the guide’s layout, content, and structure, as well as the overall student user experience. We found instead that participants preferred to discuss the bigger-picture issues surrounding citations and scholarly writing skills—the way it is contextualized, taught, and assessed. We decided that, in future, live user testing on a revised prototype guide, as recommended by usability experts Steve Krug and Andy Priestner, would yield more specific results in this area.

Many academics agree that students need to understand more than just the rules surrounding academic integrity; ethics, standards, and values are key parts of the conversation. However, as research tends to focus on the lack or absence of academic integrity, there is a tendency for faculty to frame the conversation in a negative way. It appears that the ways citation skills were contextualized, taught, and graded at NDA created a stressful situation for the students we questioned. Positioning citation skills alongside punitive outcomes (such as accusations of plagiarism) created unfavorable associations with academic literacy from the start. Ominous lectures about the consequences of plagiarism were particularly troubling to first-year students. Gravett and Kinchin conclude that anxiety from “scare speeches” results in students losing a sense of self-motivation and agency. Sefcik et al. suggest trying a more holistic approach to academic integrity that encourages students to develop their own values, principles, and beliefs, creating a sense of autonomy and avoiding a “culture of fear.”

First-year undergraduates are often unfamiliar with the types of sources they are expected to use at university. Most of our student participants were new to referencing and had no sense of what process to follow. Seemingly as a result, students become preoccupied with citation mechanics. To faculty participants, it appears that students view referencing as an unpleasant formality, separate from the spheres of evaluation or argument. There are a number of ways to possibly address this issue. Vardi suggests removing citation skills from the context of plagiarism, spending less time on mechanics, and emphasizing the relationships among referencing, critical thinking, and analysis. Margolin and Hayden’s undergraduate “Research Toolkit” website presents the research process in a nonlinear fashion and guides students toward more conceptual models of inquiry. The role for the NDA Library in citation and referencing instruction remains ambiguous. In the literature review Positioning the Academic Library within the Institution, John Cox reflects that academic libraries are increasingly expected to “give up territory, recognize interdependencies and embrace ambiguity.” This phrase reflects the challenges that NDA Library faces with citation instruction. Both student and faculty participants reported inconsistencies across university courses. Possible reasons for this may include curriculum space, assumptions about prior instruction, and differing opinions on the importance of the topic. As this issue arose unprompted in all the student focus groups, it may be indicative of a widespread problem. Students appeared bewildered...
and stressed by the differences they observed as they moved between classes. When citation instruction was present, it tended to be added to the already packed first-year curriculum, with emphasis tapering off in subsequent years. While the library has streamlined matters by standardizing the “how” (mechanics) of referencing, it appears that messages about the “why” (academic values and “real world” applications) can become complicated by the circumstances of the messengers.45

Our findings also suggest that students still struggle to categorize document types. Student participants became frustrated when citing less conventional information sources, or, as one student put it, “a website that refuses to be a website.” This echoes studies that reveal persistent confusion about how to define and evaluate online information sources.46 As a result, clear instruction about information structures, characteristics, and authorship (as described by the ACRL Framework47) remains essential when teaching students citation skills. We also found no consensus among faculty or students on who was perceived to be the “authority” on the application of citation standards. However, it was heartening to see that both students and faculty held the library in high esteem, with strong praise for the citation expertise of librarians. In the time since our study was conducted, the library has been increasingly involved in executive-level conversations and projects and continues to advocate for a more unified approach to academic integrity across the university. To maintain our reputation for citation expertise, the library will also continue to promote and further develop our referencing support services to all stakeholders. There were several useful participant suggestions about the guide and citation and referencing support services that the library welcomed. Table 1 below summarizes the main points made and how the library intends to respond to them.

### TABLE 1
Participant Suggestions for Citation and Referencing Support Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Comment</th>
<th>Library Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Make a long-form hard copy of the guide available</td>
<td>Creation of a more comprehensive printable version of the guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make a “question and answer” service available; provide prompts when typing in the search box</td>
<td>Increase promotion and visibility of the library’s AskUs knowledge bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make “secondary source citation” information more obvious</td>
<td>Provide examples on each relevant page of the guide, along with a statement describing appropriate ways to use the method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarify language within the guide</td>
<td>Choose more explicit terms such as “secondary citation (source within a source)” and “Video and Audio”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fix access issues with video tutorials</td>
<td>Add captions to all video tutorials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve the user experiences of staff support at service desks</td>
<td>Increase efforts to train staff to ensure positive user experiences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Conclusion
Citation and referencing instruction and support provide an essential foundation for students who are beginning their academic journey. The library’s move to become the designated authority on citation styles arose from the need to improve the user experience in this area. The study outlined in this paper was designed to give the library and wider university
community an insight into the experience of staff and students who had engaged with the online citation guide and investigate whether the library was meeting its remit to actively and accurately support students in using the three endorsed citation styles. The findings from this study highlighted the considerable challenges experienced by faculty and students when teaching and learning citation skills. Results indicate that students motivated by fear of adverse outcomes will divert their attention to mechanical aspects while losing sight of the logical and ethical reasons for citing sources. Librarians and faculty fulfill complementary roles in providing referencing support. Positive messages about academic integrity along with clear, consistent referencing support materials are important components in nurturing confident learners. Just as referencing is an iterative process, so is ensuring that a referencing guide is effective. Future studies will involve live usability testing to better understand the needs of our users.
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